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24. Two.dimensional Brownian Motion and the

Type Problem o Riemann Sur[aces.

By Shizuo KAKUTANI.
Mathematical Institute Osaka Imperial University.

(Comm. by T. TKA(H, M.LA., March 12, 1945.)

1. Let v be a simply connected infinitely sheeted open Riemann surface.‘)

Then, .s is well known there exists an analytic fmaction definoi on 2 which

maps 2 conformal]y onto the unit circle or onto the entire Gaussian plane. The

type of 2 is hyped’boric or paq’abolic accordiig as the firs or the second case hap-

pens. It. is an important problem in the theory of analytic functions to determine

the type of such Riemann surfaces, and many necessary or sufficient conditiolm

for each of these cases were obtaineA by several authors. But necessary and suf-

tlcient conditions are known only for me special classes of Riemann surhces.

The purpose of this pape.r is to give a necessary and sufficient condition in terms

of Brownian motion on a Riemann surface.

2. In a pmviols paper.*’) we have disctssed Brownian motion on the

Gmtsian plane and have obtained the following theorem: Let D be a Jo.rdan

domain i.n the Gaussian plane and let E be an avbt’ary elementaq’y set on

the boenda,ry F--Bd(D) of D. Then the probability P(, E, D) that the

Brownian motion sta’tbng f’om a 2)o.bt e D will enter" into E oithout enter-

i.n,g into the othcq" pa,vt I’--E of the boundary of D befo’e it (i.e. without get-

ting out of n before 4), is a bounded ha’monic function of . o.n D dtich

tends to 1 o.r to 0 accordi.W as tends to an in.ue.r point of E oq" of F-E.
In order to apply this result to our problcm, let us rst notice that it is

necessary to ,.ssume that D is one-shecte(l. D can, in fact, be any finitely shected

Jordan domain on a Riemann surface havilg no algebraic branch points in it.

This follows from the fact that P(, E, D) is a function of defined on a multi-

ply sheeted domain D; atisfying the boundary conditions stated above, whi(:.h is

locally harmonic on D. It is of course understood that the Brownian motion is

defined on the multiply sheeted domain D, that a path having double points

on the Gau.sian plane may have no double points on D. The condition that D
is bounded is alto mmecessary.

1. As for the type problem of Riemalm surfaces, see R. Nevanlinna, Eindeutigo
analytischo Funktionen, 1936, Chapter XlII.

2. S. Kakutani, Two-dimemional Brownian motion and harmonic functiorm, Proc. 20
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Next we notice that the existence of a finite number of algebraic branch

points A {a, ..., a} in D does not affect the validit-y of our theorem if we

adopt the following convention" if a is an algebraic branch point of D, the

P(a, E, D) is dened as the limit of P(, E D) as tends to a on the multi-

ply sheeted domain/). This follows from the following two fts: (i) for any

e D----A, the probability that the Brownian motion on D starting fron] " will

hit at an algebraic branch point of D (without getting out of D before i) is zero,

(ii) P(, E D) is a bounded harmonic function defined ca D-- A and every

flgebraic branch point of D is a removable singularity of P(, E, D).
Thtm D can be any finitely sheeed :Jordan domain on a Riemann surface,

bounded o not, having a finite number of algebraic branch points in it Such a

domain D will be called a Rienann-Jo’dan domain.

3. Let 2" be a simply connected, infinitely sheeted open Riemann surface.

We assme that 2’ is given as the union of an increasing sequeace of Riemann

Jordan domains {Dl:l, 2,...} ch that D/,, n:l, , This

mcans that D,, is a subdomain of D+, both being considered as multiply sheet-

ed domains, and that the boundary I,--Bd(D,,) of D,, is contained in

Let D be a simpl connecfed Riemnn-:[ordan domain on 2" with the

bounclary /’0--= Bd(Do), so that 2--D0 is a doubly connected subdoraain of

whose boundary relative to X is extly/. For example, take as D a small

one sheeted circtflar domain on ’ having no algebraic branch points of ’ in it.

We may assume that DowDy.

For any nl and for mr e D,,--Do, let ()--P(,/o, 1),,--1)o) be

the probability that the trownian motion starting from will enter into /

without entering into/,,:Bd(D,) before it. Then (’) is a bnded harmo-

nic function defined on D,,-- which tends to 1 or to 0 according as tends to

a point on/ or on

It is clear that u,,()_u,,+() on D,,--Do, n:l, ,... Hence

.()=() exists and is harmonic on --D.0: U,-_,(D,,--Do). u() is the

probability that the Brownian motion on starting from will enter into /’0--

Bd(Do) (without getting out of 2’-- Do before it). We shalFdenote this probabili-

ty by P(,/’, 2’--D). Then our main resttlt may be stated as follows"

Theo’en. e()--P( Fo, --Do) s either" <1 th’auhout on --Do
m" --1 on --Do acco’ding as is of hype’bolic o" of la’aboIic type.

P’oof. Let Q e Do be an arbitrary point. Let --q(’) be an analytic

function satisfying 0=q(Q) which maps 2" conformally onto the unit circle

{ If l< or oto t entire Gaussian plane 2"= { l] !<: according
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as X is hyperbolic (,r paral:o!ic. Let us put D’,,--,p(D,,), F’,,--q(I;,),
1, 2, Then each F,,(n0) is a simple closet ordan cue which separat

D’ nher, u’()=u(-’())o=0 from It is clear that 2’ U,,=
a undl harmonic function defined on D,, I) which ten

rdi a tends a int on F or on F,. Thus u() h nothilg else

than the probability P(, F, 1)’,,,--D) that the Brownian motion on the Ga-

sian plane staig from will enr in I without enri in F fore it.

It is clear that u’,,().u+,() on D’,--D, t--1, 2, Hence

lim,,+u’.() exists Ol1 I__ l)g-- U .,(D’,.--D,) and the fimit u’(w) mual
the probability P(t, F, Z*--D) that the Brownian motion on the Gaus-

siaa plane si from w will enr in F0 without getti out of

If Z is hypexlic (i.e. 2 is the unit circle) then this probability is

fl,roughout on Z-D, while itks 1 on Z-1) if Z paralic (i.e. is

e entire Gate,Jan plane). The prf of our theorem completed if we oerve
that u(-’())l’(-(), g0, 2--0)=.u’()P(, Fo,


